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Trapping turtles
an engaging task

by BARRY NEWELL, Mount Stromlo Observatory, Woden, ACT

Introduction.
I believe that our traditional approach to mathemat-
ics instruction is back-to-front.

We almost always begin by defining new mathe-
matical ideas in a formal, abstractmanner. We then
prescribe exercises to allow each student to develop
skill in solving standardtzed problems involving
these ideas. And then, if time permits, we look
around for ways to describe some applications.

The problem with this approach is that it is often
difficult to grasp a new mathematical idea without
first building an intuitive model of the underlying
concepts. We all, adults and young children alike,
build our intuitions on the basis of concrete experi-
ence. I believe that mathematician and psychologist
Richard Skemp is right when he says, in The Psy-
chology of Learning Mathematics (I97 I), that
"mathematics cannot be precisely defined, but only
exemplified".

One path towards improved mathematics education
involves finding ways to ensure that new mathemati-
cal ideas are always encountered in the context of a
valued application. Such applications provide rea-
sons for learning new ideas. Students who are at-
tempting to reach a valued ggal begin.tg see mathe-
matics as a useful tool for solving problems and for
expressing and m?rlipulating thouglrts. Also, elgag-
ing contexts provide the means to learn new ideas.
By "playing around" with concrete examples or
problems, students can extend their intuitive under-
standing and their ability to grasp the corresponding
abstract concepts.

If we want to follow this "mathematics in context"
path, then we need to cre ate practical tasks that are
genuinely interesting to students, and rich enough
(mathematically) to ensure that significant sections
of the curriculum are covered. Also, the tasks must
always'remain engaging. In fact, I believe that the
rule must be "involvement first, mathematics sec-

ond" . Our deliberate mathematics instruction must
not be allowed to get in the way of the student's
involvement in the task, but this problem will
disapp ear once we learn how to pos e attractive tasks
in which the use of mathematics is unavoidable.

The real life arena provides some opportunities for
students to gain mathematical experience in context.
Nevertheless, real life situations involve a limited
range of mathematics, and it is easy to pose a
problem that is not genuinely engaging (with the
dubious, apparently powerful, justification that it
will later be needed in real life). In reality , creating
a context for more sophisticated mathematics re-
quires problems thatare artificral,or designed, in the
sense described by Simon (1969). Such problems
are encountered in science, technology, computing,
art,, and games. In fact, these are the kinds of prob-
lems that provided the impetus for the original
development of much of our modern mathematics.

The development of Logo, LEGOTM/Logo, and
micro-computer based laboratories (MBLs) has
opened up a fascinating field of interrelated science
and design activities that are a rich source of mathe-
matically based problems (see, for example, Papert
1980, 1986; Mokros andTinker I98l;Newell 1988a).

One of my basic beliefs is that we can use the
environment offered by innovations such as Logo,
LEGOTv/Logo, and MBLs to cre ate engaging tasks
that demand the use of mathematics for their com-
pletion.

In this paper I describe a Logo task that engages
students and adults alike, but that requires (and,
therefore, helps to develop) a good working knowl-
edge of the concepts that are embodied in the use of
cartesian coordinates and in the definition and use
of functional relationships between variables.

The Turtle Trap Task.
The Turtle Trap Task involves two steps:
A The construction of a Logo procedure that ani-
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FIGURE I : A typical turtle trail produced by
a turtle under the control of the MOVE
procedure. The turtle's dynamic, animal-like
movements are an important part of the
attraction of the Turtle Trap Mask.

mates the turtle. When this procedure is run it will
cause the turtle to wander around the screen at
random like a small animal exploring its world.

B The construction of traps from which the wander-
ilrg turtle cannot escape. If the traps are shapes
drawn on the screen, then "trappine ttre turtle"^in-
volves devising ways of keepirig the turtle inside
these shapes.

The Turtle Trap Task is engagitrg for a number of
reasons: the moving turtle is appealing in its similar-
ity to a small creature appaiently exploring with
pu{pose. The task is dynamic in ihat it invdlves a
working test of a mechanism that the students can
construct for themselves. Thq operation of a trap
mechanism is clearly revealed byihe turtle's behav-
iour and so the Lolo trapping procedures can be
easily understood afrO detitiggSO.

The link between The Turtle Trap Task and substan-
t^iql topics in mathematics is bstablished by the
following game rule:

The turtle's position on the screen is to be measured,
via its cartesian coordinates, and compared with the
locations of the lines th?! represent the trap bounda-
ries. If the turtle is inside the trap area, then all is
well; if the turtle has collided with a bound ary, then
action must be taken to prevent it from leaving the
trap.

Clearly, under this game rule, the task demands a
working knowledge of the concepts that underlie the
use of coordinate systems and functions. In the
particular cases desCribed below , rt provides con-
crete experience with linear equations.

There is a second sub-task contained within Step B
(,ano expressed in the game rule): in addition to
detectiryg collisions with boundaries, it is necessary
for the "turtle trappgr" to design effective ways for
the turtle to respond when it entounters a bouridary.
The Turtle Trap Task thus involves strategical think-

irg a-q well as mathematical thinking. In the follow-
itg dlscussion I will assume that you have a basic
knowledge of Logo. Apart from- the usual turtle
glapbics commands (sudh as FORWARD, BACK,
RIGHT, LEFT, PEI{UP, PEI\TDOWN, CLEAR-
SCREEN, etc.) and the ability ro define and edit
procedures, you will need to know how to use the
cartesian coordinate commands (PoS, XCOR,
YCOR, SETPOS, SETX, SETY) and rhe IF corn-
mand. In addition you need to know how to PRINT
data from within a Logo procedure and how to use
arithmetic operations andconditionals. If you don't
have this knowledge then it would be vafuable for
ygrl to-spend a little time playing around with Logo
with the help of a frien^cl or in conjuncrion wiitr
reading one of the introductory books about Logo (I
recommend Apple Logo Programming Primei by
Marlin, Plata, aid Paulsen 1 984)- The -Logo syntal
used in this papel iflbut of Logo Computeisystems
Incorporated (LCSI) Logo written for the ApflerM II
series of microcomputeis.

Moving the Turtle.
I.f your students have had sufficient Logo experience
then tlr.y can be set the task of c6nstructing a
procedure that causes the turtle to wander around the
screen at random. If your students have limited Loso
experience,-1h.{t you can start them orf uy giuifig
them the following procedure:

TO MOVE
FORWARD 5
RIGHT 90 - RANDOM 187
MOVE
END

When the MOVE procedure is started the turtle will
trace out a path like that shown in Figure 1.

Detecting the Boundaries.
As soon as you have an animated turtle you can begin
to think about constructing traps. As d first step ftre
MOVE procedure needs tdbe modified to allow the
turtle to look for boundaries.

5
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The Turtle Trap Task is engaging for a
number of reasons;the moving turtle
is appealing in its similarity to a small
creature apparently exploring with
purpose.

I recommend that you suggest that your students
alter the MOVE procedurCas followJ:

TO MOVE
FORWARD 5
LOOK
RIGHT 90. RANDOM 181
MOVE
EI\D

and then have thern write a dummy version of the
procedure LOOK:

TO LOOK
END

The use of_a dummy LOOK procedure will make the
nature of the pro.bl-em clear and yet will allow your
students to continue to run the'MOVE procehure
while they think about the way in which the^ turtle can
be made io look for boundaries.

While the use of a line-detection primitive is an
efficient and powerful way ro build the LooK
procedure, it is ruled out in the screen-based version
of The Turtle Trap Task (see the game rule defined
in $2). To explain why this rule Exists we need to
discuss the two geometries that the turtle knows
about.S.., fgl.xamplg, the discussions by Abelson
and diSessa 1981 and by Newell 1988b). The usual
method of moving the turtle around the screen, with
$g_Lr_.1p of the 6ommands FORWARD, BACK,
RIGHT, and LEFT, involves differential seometrv -
that is, the turtle is commanded to move Torwardbr
back, or turn left or right, by acertain amount relative
to where it is at pr-esent. Some of the power of
differential geometry arises from its freeciom from
the need to use an absolute frame of reference, such
as a coordinate grid. On the other hand, coordinate
geometry depends for its power on the use of an
absolute frame of referen-ce. Some problems are
more easily attacked in terms of fixed coordinate
grids.

In The Turtle Trap Task the turtle must be trapped
using a measurement of its absolute location oir^the
screen. This approach creates a need to explore and
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use coordinate systems and linear equations. This is
the reason for the game rule defined in $2.

Most Logo implementations provide primitives to
access the turtle's coordinates: in LCST Applett II
L-ogo we. can use the reporters xcoR anri YcoR.
Th.lg. primitives repo{ the turtle's position, to six
significant figures, with reference tb a coordinate
grid that is superposed on the screen. The home
position (at the centre of the screen) has coordinates
(x,y ) = (0,0), the coordinates run in the conventional
yay (x. increaping horizontally to the right and y
increasing vertically up the screen), and the visiblex and-y -coordinate range is about 1100 (if the
screen display mode is set fo wINDOw the coordi-
nate range is much greater. S9., for example, the
description by Martin, et. al . 1984, pp 59 - 62).

One good way to introduce your students to this use
of the xCoR and YCQR pflmirives is ro produce a
temporury version of the LOOK procedure that
prints out the turtle's coordinates after each of its
forward movements:

TO LOOK
PRINT XCOR
PRINT YCOR
PRrNT t l
END

An easy introduction to the logic and mechanism of
tlr. trapping task involves drawing a vertical line on
the screen (at x = 0) and requiring that the turtle be
trapped on one side of this line. F-or example, if the
turtle is to,be _trqp_ped on the right-hand-side of the
li!9, then the LOOK procedure"could be written as
follows:

TO LOOK
TFXCOR<0IEVADE]
END

4t +is stage it is worthwhile getting your studenrs ro
desrgn a start-up procedure that draws the proposed
turtle trap, placesthe turtle in the centre of the trap,
and then starts the MOVE procedure. Let's assunie
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Mixed use of differential and coordi-
nate geometry allowsyou to createan
environment where students will need
to discover the relationship between
the sides and the equations.

that the trap is to be a square (aligned with the
coordinate 6xes). In this case the itaiiup procedure
could be:

TO START
CS
DRAWTRAP
MOVE
END

TO DRAWTRAP
PU
LEFT 90
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 90
BACK 50
PD
REPEAT 4 IFORWARD 100 RrcHT 90]
PU
HOME
PD
END

A corresponding simple LOOK procedure, which
the students should be able to tigure out for them-
selves, would be something like:

TO LOOK
rF xcoR < -50 IEVADE STOP]
rF xcoR > 50 IEVADE STOP]
rF YCOR < -50 IEVADE STOP]
rF YCOR > 50 IEVADE]
END

Cleqrly, in order to construct something like this
LOOK procedure, your students will need to de-
vefop a good working understanding of the relation-
lhip between the sides of the square frap (which have
been drawn using differential commands) and the
equations of these sides:

= -50
=50
=50
= -50

The mixed use of differential and coordinate geome-
try allows y_gu to cre ate an environment where your
students will need to discover the relationship be-
tween the sides and the equations. You can control
the amount of assistance that they get from the task
itself 9V altering the yry that th-e DRAWTRAP
plgce_qgrq is expressed. For example, the form of
DRAWTRAP given above provides no hints about
the use of coordinates, or their relationship to the
sides of the trap, because it uses differenti-al com-
mands throughout. Students will be assisted in rec-
ognising the role of coordinates if the absolute
command SETPOS is used to locate the corner of the
trap. In practice I have found that this step is not nec-
ess_ary ?nd it can remove the chance for significant
task-guided discovery.

The nature of the trap detection task can be changed
by altering the shapeof the trap (see $6, below). The
next level of difficulty in the practical application of
linear equations can 6e reach^ed by requiring that the
qqlar_e_ lfry be rotated by 45 degrees. The following
DRAWTRAPprqcedure willpioduce such a square,
and it uses the^SETPOS primitive. In this cade the
use of SETPOS sets the scene for the use of linear
equations (since the points where each line inter-
cepts the axes are used explicitly) and its use should
do no harm provided that the previous stage has been
completed (in fact, I would recommend ihat you do
qot pose this problem until your students are com-
fortable with the norrnal square trap):

TO DRAWTRAP
PU
SETPOS t-sO 0l
PD
SETPOS t0 sOl
SETPOS tsO 0l
SETPOS t0 -sol
SETPOS t-sO 0l
PU
HOME
PD
END

X

v
X

v
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Alternatively, if you wish to be more "cagey", this
"tilted trap" can be drawn using:

TO DRAWTRAP
PU
LEFT 90
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 135
PD
REPEAT 4 IFD SQRT(2*50*50) RT 90]
PU
HOME
PD
END

The orientation of this trap and the equations of its
sides are shown in Figune 2.

A reasonably efficient way to build the trap in this
case is to begin by recognising that, within the trap,
x must always satisfy one of two conditions:

FIGURE 2: An example of a tilted square turtle trap.
As described in the text, the corners of this trap have

cartesian co-ordinates (x,y) - (-50,0), (0 ,50), (50,0),

x -50

Therefore, one way to write the LOOK procedure is:

TO LOOK
rF xcoR < 0 IXNEGATTVE sToP]
XPOSITIVE
END

TO XNEGATIVE
IF YCOR < (-50 -XCOR) IEVADE STOP]
IF YCOR > (XCOR + 50) IEVADE]
END

TO XPOSITIVE
rF YCOR < (XCOR - 50) IEVADE STOP]
rF YCOR > (50 - XCOR) IEVADE]
END

where XNEGATIVE applies constraints (3),
and XPOSITIVE applies constraints (4).

There is, of course , a variety of ways of structuring
the tests and there are neater ways to write the LOOK
procedure,. but the above will prove adequ ate as a
startrng pomt.

Reacting to the Boundaries.
Let's assume that the bound ary of the trap has been
detected by the LOOK proceciure. How ^should 

the
turtle react? In many respects the writing of the
EVADE procedure {-equivalent -to.giuing the turtle
some intelligence. Thus, in addition to requiring
mathematical thinking, this part of the task also
requires good strategical thinking.

As a first guess we can use an EVADE, procedure
that simply reverses the turtle's heading:

TO EVADE
RIGHT I8O
END

either
or

-50(a <0
0<x <50

(1)
(2).

(3).

If x satisfies condition ( 1) then the inside of the trap
is the domain between the lines

and

That is, the constraints on y are:

50-x

If x satisfies condition (2) then the inside of the trap
is the domain between the lines

= 50-x
-x -50

In this case the constraints on y are:

8

y = x +50
Y = -50-x.

vand y
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f IGURE 3: In some applications it is useful to knov,
the co-ordinates of the front of the turtle icon. Giyen
(i) the co-ordinates of the centre of the rear of the
turtle (from the reporters XCOR and YCOR), (ii) the
angle between the positive y-axis and the longitudinal
axis of the turtle (from the reporter HEADIIVG), and
(iii) the length of the turtle (worked oltt,fo,'example,
by trial and error measurement on the screen) the c'o-

ordinates of the turtle's nose, x nose and y nose can be

This procedure works some of the time. It represents
a good startifl$ point because it works often enough
to be encouraging, but it fails often enough to be
stimulating. Since the turtle can cross the boundary
at a shallow angle, and since it is instructed to turn a
random amount after the EVADE procedure is in-
voked, then it can actually escape from the trap.

If you doubt the engaging character of The Turtle
Trap Task, I predict that you will lose your doubts as
you watch a group of students struggling to produce
an EVADE procedure that works all of the time. It is
essential that the class be allowed to work on this
problem independently- It is a task that can e-ng.ender
an lmmense amount of heated mathematical discus-
sion. Few students will really trust their LOOK
procedure and so, when the turtle escapes from the
trap, they will re-examine their computed limits on
x and y with an unusual level of dedication.

One approach that works well is to simply add
FORWARD 5 to the first EVADE procedure:

TO EVADE
RIGHT 180
FORWARD 5
EI{D

This last EVADE procedure is relatively safe. That
is, it will usually work.

Extending the Task.
As far as possible, ]ou should let your students build
their own LOOK and EVADE procedures by trial
and error. My experience has been that once an
initial set of procedures is running it does not take the
group long to become dissatisfied with the perform-
ance of their trap. The task is rich, mathematically
and strategically, and a significant amount of extra
learning can go on in addition to the direct study of
coordinates and linear equations.

In the initial procedures described above, the turtle
has to actually cross the bound ary of the trap before

HEADING

it knows that it is in no-turtle's land. It. therefore.
pokes its nose out of the trap and leaves a trarl that
crosses the boundary before returning. Most stu-
dents will want to tidy up the operation of the trap.
This can be done in a straightforward way, by
drawing the box a little larger orby moving the limits
in a little (where the srze of "little" can be found
easily by experiment), or it can be done in a very
neat, sophisticated way by transforming the turtle's
coordinates so that they refer to the turtl-e's nose and
not to its tail.

In the latter case, you need the XCOR and YCOR
values (which refer to the centre of the rear of the
turtle), the turtle's heading (which you can get via
!h. reporter HEADING), ?nd the length of the turtle's
image on the screen. Then you need to write a
proCedure that uses trigonometric functions to
coppute. new coordinate values x and y'or. that
refer to the front of the turtle . no'"

(see Figure 3).

Another extension of The Turtle Trap Task is to
impose differgnt trap shapes. Any geom-etrical shape
can be used. Circular traps are fairly easy, once the
square traps have been constructed successfully, and
provide an opportunity for students to use Pythago-
ras' Theorem.

The study of lin ear equations can be extended by
selecting shapes that have sides that can be described
by equations of the form

Y =ax +b

Of course, there is no reason why this task can't be
extended even further to include traps that have sides
described by more complex functions (for example,
polynomial, trigonometric, etc.).

Logo and High School Mathematics.
In this paper I have outlined one way that Logo can
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Logo has, deservedly, the reputation of
being a language that is accessible to
young children. lt is unfortunate that this
characteristic is often used as the basis
for the erroneous conclusion that Logo is
a toy language . , r

be used effectively to provide concrete mathemati-
cal experiences for high school students. I believe
that The Turtle Trap Task is an example of the kind
of activity that will improve our student's under-
standing, appreciation, and enjoyment of mathemat-
ics and, in particular, their willingness and ability to
use mathematics.

Logo has, deservedly, the reputation of being a
language that is accessible to young children. It is
unfortunate that this charucteristic is often used as
the basis for the erroneous conclusion that "Logo is
a toy language for young children alone".

The reality is different. Logo is a good dialect of
LISP, which is one of the most powerful symbol-
pa+ipulation languagjs i.g gxistence. Apart from its
intrinsic value as a flexible problem solving lan-
guage, Logo gan be uLeq to produce the kinds of
engaging, mathematically based tasks that ureneeded
in our classrooms (see also the discussion in Newell
1988b).

High school mathematics teachers should take Logo
very seriously indeed.
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